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A B ST R AC T

Objective(s): In recent years, great attention towards alternative antitumor and
antibacterial therapies such as antibacterial photodynamic therapy (PDT) has been
raised. The development of nanotechnology has opened wide opportunities for
the creation of new multifunctional hybrid multicomponent nanosystems with high
potential for PDT applications. In particular, those are the Photosensitizer / Polymer /
Metal nanoparticles nanosystems containing the photosensitizer as a drug, polymer as
a drug nanocarrier, and metal nanoparticles as an enhancer of drug efficiency.
Methods: The Zinc TetraPhenylPorphyrin photosensitizer / Dextran-graftPolyAcrylAmide copolymer / Au NanoParticles (ZnTPP/D-g-PAA/AuNPs) triple hybrid
nanosystem were synthesized in water solution as a nanodrug for potential use in PDT
applications. Dynamic light scattering has proved the aggregation and sedimentation
stability of this system during several days after preparation. The absorption and
fluorescence spectra of ZnTPP/D-g-PAA/AuNPs water solution have proved the binding
of ZnTPP molecules with both D-g-PAA and D-g-PAA/AuNPs macromolecules.
Results: The gold concentration of 0.005 mg/mL was shown to be optimal providing
the highest plasmonic enhancement of the electronic processes involving the ZnTPP
photosensitizer. The 3.2 times enhancement of singlet oxygen photogeneration under
resonant with localized surface plasmon wavelength excitation has been detected for
ZnTPP/D-g-PAA/AuNPs that proves the plasmonic origin of such phenomenon. The
high bactericidal efficiency of ZnTPP/D-g-PAA/AuNPs water solution at 530 nm light
irradiation was revealed for wild strains of Staphylococcus aureus.
Conclusions: These data indicate that ZnTPP/D-g-PAA/AuNPs hybrid nanosystem is
quite promising for rapid antibacterial photodynamic therapy, the open wounds in
particular.
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INTRODUCTION
The growing resistance of pathogenic bacteria to
many antibiotics and the emergence of multidrugresistant bacteria indicate the inevitability of
a “post-antibiotic era” [1]. Therefore, the great
interest to alternative antibacterial therapies such
as antibacterial photodynamic therapy (PDT) has
raised. The light responsive agents - photosensitizers
* Corresponding Author Email: yes@univ.kiev.ua

(PS) play a central role in antibacterial PDT
method. The PS usually applied in an oxygenrich environment [2,3]. Recent literature data
testify that antibacterial PDT can be effective
alternative to antibiotics while having a number of
advantages: і) antibacterial effect is independent
of antibiotic resistance; іі) more limited harmful
effect to host tissue; iii) no resistance after many
antibacterial PDT sessions. In antibacterial PDT
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method, the light irradiated PS produce singlet
oxygen and free radicals which have killing effect
on microorganisms [4].
Nowadays, the most effective PSs used in PDT
including antibacterial and antitumor therapy are
based on porphyrin and its derivatives [5,6]. The
advantages of porphyrins as photosensitizers are
the stability, strong absorption of light in VIS range,
high efficiency of singlet oxygen photogeneration,
easy functional modification, long lifetime in triplet
state, low dark toxicity, etc. Unfortunately, the vast
majority of PSs are hydrophobic, that caused their
aggregation in biological environments that leads
to a reduction in their photochemical efficiency
[6]. Recently, metalloporphyrins has attract high
interest. Due to the paramagnetic effect, the PDT
efficiency of PS metal complexes depends on the
certain metal [7]. The addition of zinc into the
porphyrin ring allows to increase the stability of
porphyrin ring and to maintain the photophysical
activity of PS. The zinc containing porphyrins,
e.g. zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP), are more
similar to natural porphyrin than meso-substituted
porphyrins. The ZnTPP is widely used in biological
studies and applications. There are reports that
the presence of zinc in porphyrin ring reduces
binding to mitochondria and promotes binding to
membranes which is due to the complexation with
phospholipid phosphate groups. Such mechanisms
result in increasing of photodynamic efficiency [8].
Recently, a high anticancer efficiency was
revealed for several gold-based compounds [9,10].
It is well known that gold nanoparticles (Au NPs)
are widely used in immense biological applications.
Gold NPs have lower toxicity than silver NPs
[11,12]. Also, there is great potential for the use of
the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
in Au NPs. In particular, the collective coherent
oscillations of free electrons in metal NP arising
at LSPR excitation cause frequency dependent
photothermal effect (plasmonic heating). The
plasmonic heating has a prominent resonant
character becoming especially pronounced when
the frequencies of incident light and LSPR are in
close proximity [13–15]. Since metals have a very
low quantum yield of the fluorescence, almost all
of absorbed energy of light is conversed into heat.
Thus, the metal NPs act as highly efficient heat
nanosources. Therefore, the plasmonic heating
is making metal NPs suitable for photothermal
treatment of cancer and bacterial diseases [16–
19]. Another plasmon involving effect useful for
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PDT applications is a plasmonic enhancement
effect. The surface plasmonic oscillations of free
electrons in metal NP generate of a very intense
local electric field in proximity of the NP surface.
Such intense local field enhances strongly the
electronic processes in molecules functionalized
on the surface of nanosized metal, e.g. Raman
scattering (SERS), absorption (SEA), fluorescence
(SEF), photocatalysis, etc. [20–22]. The plasmonic
enhancement of light absorption by PS molecules
located in proximity of the metal NP surface
should increase the yield of singlet oxygen that
should increase the PDT efficiency of the hybrid
nanosystem containing the PS molecules and metal
NPs [23–27]. Also, Au NPs have bactericidal activity
against some pathological bacteria [28] that is due
to its high cellular penetration caused by its ultrafine size. In addition, the bactericidal efficiency
of the Au NPs can be improved by the plasmonic
enhancement of singlet oxygen photogeneration.
It was proved that such effect was enhanced by
photothermal degradation of such cells. Thus, the
laser irradiated Au NPs can be used as effective
bactericidal approach. Recently, the high potential
of Au NPs has been also shown for the high energy
photon radiation therapy of cancer [29–31].
Polymeric nanomaterials are widely used
in biomedical research and applications. The
use of water soluble biocompatible polymers
in nanomedicine applications can provide high
bioavailability and pharmacokinetics that has to
increase the efficiency of therapeutic agents [32].
Polymers can be used as matrices for convenient
and efficient in situ synthesis of metal NPs which
allows to prevent their aggregation and control
the NPs size [33–36]. The unique chemical and
biological properties of polymer molecules allow
to improve delivery and controlled release of
therapeutic agents. The high stability of polymer
molecules in the human body provides the optimal
biodistribution that allows to protect the healthy
tissues and accumulate drugs in the diseased
tissue. The encapsulation of PS molecules into
polymer matrix allows to prevent an aggregation of
hydrophobic PS molecules and, correspondingly, to
increase considerably the PDT efficiency of PS [37].
In our paper we present the results of synthesis
as well as morphology, optical properties and
bactericidal activity of the aqueous solution of
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs hybrid nanosystem
designed for potential PDT applications. The
features of the binding of the photosensitizer zinc
Nanomed Res J 7(2): 173-188, Spring 2022
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tetraphenylporphyrin molecules to D - g - PAA /
Au NPs macromolecules as well as their interaction
with polymer D - g - PAA and Au NPs are analyzed.
The considerable impact of the LSPR in Au NPs
on the light absorption and fluorescence by
ZnTPP molecules as well as on the singlet oxygen
photogeneration and on the bactericidal activity
of the ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs nanosystem
have been revealed. The high potential of ZnTPP
/ D - g - PAA / Au NPs nanosystem for the rapid
bactericidal PDT of the open wounds has been
concluded.
MATERIALS & METHODS
Synthesis of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and ZnTPP / D - g
- PAA / Au NPs hybrid nanosystems
The details of synthesis of Dextran – graft Polyacrylamide copolymer (D - g - PAA) was
given in Ref. [38]. Herein, we used D - g - PAA
with average molecular weight of Mw = 1.7×106
g·mol-1 and polydispersity of Mw/Mn =1.66. The Mw
of dextran core was 7×104 g·mol-1 and the average
number of PAA grafted chains per dextran molecule
was equal to 10. Chemical structure of D - g - PAA
macromolecule and its schematic representation is
shown in Fig. 1. The synthesized polymer is starlike. The D - g - PAA macromolecule is more rigid
and compact with higher local concentration of
functional groups than linear PAA. It results in
high efficiency of D - g - PAA polymer matrix for
in situ synthesis of metal NPs and obtaining stable
in time nanosystems [38].
Au NPs were synthesized by HAuCl4 reduction
(gold precursor) dissolved in solution of D - g -

PAA polymer. 0.05 mL of HAuCl4 aqueous solution
with c = 0.1 M concentration was mixed with 1 mL
of aqueous solution of D - g - PAA polymer with c =
1 g/L and stirred for 20 min. Then, 0.1 mL of NaBH4
aqueous solution with c = 0.1 M was added. The
obtained solution was stirred for 30 min. It became
ruby-red in color that indicated the formation of
Au NPs.
The stock ethanol solution of Zinc
tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP) of concentration
0.1 g/L was prepared at 40 0C. The stock solutions
of D - g - PAA (c = 1 g/L) and D - g - PAA / Au NPs
(cD - g - PAA = 0.8696 g/L and cAu = 0.8565 g/L) were
prepared by dissolving in water at 20 0C. Then, 0.03
mL of ZnTPP ethanol solution (c = 0.1 g/L) was
mixed with 2.97 mL of diluted aqueous solutions
of D - g - PAA or D - g - PAA / Au NPs. Finally, the
aqueous solutions of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA or ZnTPP
/ D - g - PAA / Au NPs composite nanosystems of
various concentrations were obtained. The ZnTPP
concentration was equal to 0.001 g/L for all samples.
Morphology and size characterization by TEM and
DLS
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
measurements were carried out to study the
morphology of the studied hybrid nanosystems.
TEM measurements were carried out by a Tecnai
G2 microscope (FEI) and the images were acquired
by a ssCCD Eagle camera. The TEM measurements
were performed at room temperature.
Since TEM does not allow to determine the
morphology and size characteristics of the polymer
and photosensitizer components in the hybrid

Fig. 1. (a) – Chemical structure of D - g - PAA copolymer and (b) – schematic representation of D - g - PAA macromolecule.

Figure 1. (a) – Chemical structure of D - g - PAA copolymer and (b) – schematic representation
of D Nanomed
- g - PAA
macromolecule.
Res J 7(2):
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nanosystem, we used the dynamic light scattering
(DLS) method. The hydrodynamic particle size
distribution (PSD) for studied aqueous solution
was measured using the dynamic light scattering
(DLS) method by Zetasizer Nano-ZS90 (Malvern
Panalytical) equipped with a 5 mW He-Ne laser.
The DLS measurements were performed in
backscattering geometry at scattering angle of
173°. PSD were obtained from autocorrelation
functions using method based on nonnegative
truncated singular value decomposition [39].
The DLS measurements were carried out at room
temperature.
Optical spectroscopy
The light absorption spectra were measured by
a Cary 60 UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Agilent).
The FL spectra were measured by a Shimadzu RF6000 spectrofluorophotometer (Shimadzu). The
singlet oxygen emission spectra were measured
by a FluoroMax Plus CP spectrofluorometer
(HORIBA). The FL was excited by 421 nm light.
The singlet oxygen emission was excited by 421
and 553 nm light. The studied solutions were
placed in 1cm´1cm´4cm quartz cell. The optical
measurements were performed with time delay
from 1 min to 7 days after mixing of ZnTPP in
ethanol with water and aqueous solutions of D - g
- PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs. The spectra were
recorded at room temperature.
Biological experiments
The study was performed on Staphylococcus
aureus (S. aureus) wild strains isolated on the salt
egg yolk agar of the following composition (g/L):
peptone – 10, sodium chloride – 70, heart extract
powder – 5, mannitol – 15, agar – 15, pH = 7.3.
The sensitivity of microorganisms to the action
of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs nanocomposite
aqueous solution was investigated in a bacteria
suspension, which was prepared in Mueller-Hinton
medium (g/L): casein hydrolyzate - 17.5, peptone 2, water-soluble starch - 1.5, pH = 7.3. The number
of colony-forming units (CFU) was 3·106 – 4·106
per ml. The prepared suspension was divided
into 1 mL glass tubes. The bacteria were in water
bath for 20 minutes at 37 0C before experiment.
Toxicity of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs and
individual components in a suspension of S. aureus
was tested. The final concentration of ZnTPP was
0.001 g/L, Au NPs – 0.08, 0.008 and 0.0008 g/L.
The measurements were carried out with a 5 min
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interval for 30 minutes. The bactericidal effect was
calculated relative to an aliquot of the S. aureus
suspension under similar conditions. This accounts
the rate of reproduction of microorganisms. The
number of CFU doubles every 1 – 1.5 hours. The
suspension was at 37 oC throughout the experiment.
Medical light therapy LED device LIKA-LED
(Photonica Plus) was used for 420, 530 and 660
nm light irradiation of the samples. Power of light
irradiation was 0.1 J/s, dose of irradiation was in
the range of 3 – 18 J/ml with step of 3 J/ml. The
S. aureus containing suspension was irradiated for
15 min after adding the hybrid nanocomposite
solution. The number of CFUs was determined in
Goryaev chamber after staining the suspension
with acridine orange (3.5·10-3 M). Fluorescence was
detected by an Olympus BX53 microscope with
X-Cite Series 120 Q block and DP72 camera. The
statistical processing of obtained results was made
by Scheffe (ANOVA, p<0.05) and Shapiro-Wilk
(p>0.05) tests. The experiments were iterated three
times.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Morphology and size study
The examples of D - g - PAA / Au NPs
nanosystem TEM images are shown in Fig. 2. The
Au NPs are spherical and have radius of 2.8 ± 0.8
nm. Let us note that the polymer is not visible on
the TEM images due to considerably lower contrast
comparing to metal NPs. However, one can see
that Au NPs are arranged mainly in groups, which
confirms that in the samples they are predominantly
bound to D - g - PAA macromolecules, although
some of the Au NPs are free. Also, the ZnTPP
molecules are not visible on TEM images due to
their small size and low contrast.
Since TEM does not allow to determine the
morphology and size characteristics of the polymer
and photosensitizer components in the hybrid
nanosystem, we used the DLS method. PSD of D g - PAA, ZnTPP, ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and ZnTPP /
D - g - PAA / Au NPs solutions are shown in Fig. 3.
DLS measurements of the solutions of supposedly
unstable systems (ZnTPP, ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs) were carried out
in 1 hour, 24 hours and 9 days after the fabrication
(mixing). PSD of D - g - PAA includes the single
peak corresponding to hydrodynamic radius RH
= 37 nm (Fig. 3(a)). For ZnTPP poorly soluble in
water, we observed aggregates with RH = 32 nm,
Fig. 3(b). One can see from Fig. 3(b) that ZnTPP
Nanomed Res J 7(2): 173-188, Spring 2022
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Fig. 2.TEM
Typical
TEM of
images
- g - /PAA
/ Au NPs
hybrid
nanosystem.
Figure 2. Typical
images
D - gof-DPAA
Au NPs
hybrid
nanosystem.

Fig. 3. (a) – PSD of D - g - PAA aqueous solution. PSD of freshly prepared certain aqueous solution and this solution in 1 hour, 24
hours and after 9 days for: (b) – ZnTPP, (c) – ZnTPP / D - g - PAA, (d) – ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs. (e) – PSD of freshly prepared
(a) – /PSD
D - gD-- PAA
aqueous
solution.
PSD/ of
solution
D - g - PAA,Figure
ZnTPP,3.
ZnTPP
D - gof
- PAA,
g - PAA
/ Au NPs
and ZnTPP
D -freshly
g - PAAprepared
/ Au NPscertain
aqueousaqueous
solutions.
(f) – zoom-in
of Au NPs peak for D - g - PAA / Au NPs and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs systems.

and this solution in 1 hour, 24 hours and after 9 days for: (b) – ZnTPP, (c) – ZnTPP / D - g - PAA, (d) –

ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs. (e) – PSD of freshly prepared D - g - PAA, ZnTPP, ZnTPP / D - g - PAA,
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D - g - PAA / Au NPs and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solutions. (f) – zoom-in of Au NPs peak
for D - g - PAA / Au NPs and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs systems.
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aqueous solution PSD did not change significantly
during time of observation. Only in 9 days, peak
shifted slightly to higher radius side. The PSD
of ZnTPP and D - g - PAA mixture is similar to
the PSDs of free ZnTPP and D - g - PAA having
maximum at 38 nm, Fig. 3(c). It is quite expectable
considering the close RH values of separate
components of the solution. Also, ZnTPP / D - g PAA system was revealed to be aggregativelly and
sedimentationally stable having the maxima at RH
= 38 – 41 nm.
The three component ZnTPP / D - g - PAA /
Au NPs system is characterized by two PSD peaks
at 3 nm and 44 nm, Fig. 3(d). The first maximum
was attributed to Au NPs and the second one
to both ZnTPP and D - g - PAA. Let us note the
perfect agreement between the mean Au NPs
radius obtained by TEM (2.8 nm) and DLS (3 nm)
methods. Let us note that despite low intensity of
Au NPs PSD peak, the relative number of Au NPs
is quite large, since the Rayleigh scattering intensity
for small particle is ∝ RH6 . After the first day we
observed no change in both peaks positions on
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs PSD, Fig. 3(d). Only
in 9 days, the second peak attributed to ZnTPP / D
- g - PAA shifted from 44 to 54 nm and additional
peak with low intensity at 650 nm corresponded to
large aggregates has appeared, Fig. 3(d).
PSD of each studied system are collected in Fig.
3(e) to make the comparison more convenient. All
the systems included one well defined peak at 37 –
44 nm with similar peak width and shape, and only
PSD of Au NPs contained systems had the second

low intensity peak at 3 nm (zoomed-in curves in
Fig. 3(f)).
Light absorption and fluorescence
Spectral manifestation of ZnTPP binding to D - g PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs
Fig. 4 presents the absorption spectra of ZnTPP
reference ethanol solution and one mixed with
water and aqueous solutions of D - g - PAA polymer
and D - g - PAA / Au NPs nanohybrid. The ZnTPP
ethanol solution absorption spectrum (Fig. 4(a))
has structure common to porphyrins in organic
solvents [40–43]. The spectrum contains weak
lower energy Q bands at 530 – 620 nm and intense
higher energy B (Soret) bands at 380 – 440 nm. The
multicomponent structure of Q and B bands reflects
the excited electron state vibration structure. In
turn, the D - g - PAA / Au NPs absorption spectrum
contains the LSPR band of Au NPs with maximum
at 520 nm, Fig. 4(b). Meanwhile, the D - g - PAA
polymer has absorption and FL spectra in UV
range that is not actual for this work.
Mixing the ZnTPP in ethanol with water
causes the significant transformation of absorption
spectrum, Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(a), the spectra are
intensity normalized to see better the changes of the
spectrum shape resulting from mixing. The B band
intensity sharply reduces by 2.5 times. Also, the
width of B band increases significantly that blurs
the doublet structure of this band. Simultaneously,
the weak Q bands intensity increases. Since ZnTPP
molecules are hydrophobic, the observed changes
in absorption spectrum are most probably caused

Fig.
4. (a) –4.
Normalized
absorption spectra
of ZnTPP inspectra
ethanol and
in ethanol
mixed with
D - g - in
PAA
aqueous solution,
Figure
(a) – Normalized
absorption
ofZnTPP
ZnTPP
in ethanol
andwater,
ZnTPP
ethanol
mixed
and D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solution. (b) – Normalized absorption spectrum of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs solution and
difference
spectrum
/ D -aqueous
g - PAA / Au
NPs and Dand
- g - PAA
solutions.
difference
spectrum
is presented
with water,
D of
- gZnTPP
- PAA
solution,
D - /gAu- NPs
PAA
/ Au The
NPs
aqueous
solution.
(b) to–
subtract the Au NPs absorption. The concentrations: ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L, D - g - PAA – 0.080 g/L, Au – 0.079 g/L.

Normalized absorption spectrum of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs solution and difference
spectrum of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs and D - g - PAA / AuNanomed
NPs solutions.
The difference
Res J 7(2): 173-188,
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Fig. 5. Normalized fluorescence spectra of ZnTPP in ethanol and ZnTPP in ethanol mixed with water, D - g - PAA aqueous solution,

Figure
fluorescence
spectra421
ofnm;
ZnTPP
in ethanol
ethanol
and D5.- gNormalized
- PAA / Au NPs aqueous
solution. Excitation:
concentrations:
ZnTPP and
– 0.001ZnTPP
g/L, D - gin
- PAA
– 0.080 mixed
g/L, Au – with
0.079 g/L.

water, D - g - PAA aqueous solution, and D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solution. Excitation: 421
nm; concentrations: ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L, D - g - PAA – 0.080 g/L, Au – 0.079 g/L.
by their aggregation in aqueous environment. This
conclusion on the formation of ZnTPP aggregates
is fully consistent with the DLS results showing
the presence of 32 nm radius ZnTPP aggregates in
water, Fig. 3(b).
Mixing the ZnTPP in ethanol with the D - g PAA aqueous solution does not cause any noticeable
changes in the shape of absorption spectrum
comparing to water case. This observation takes
place in full range of polymer concentrations
studied in present work. However, the mixing
with polymer solution cause an increase of the
absorption spectrum intensity with increasing
polymer concentration that is discussed below.
Finally, the mixing the ZnTPP with the D - g - PAA
/ Au NPs hybrid aqueous solution was performed.
The absorption spectrum of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA /
Au NPs aqueous solution is presented in Fig. 4(b).
Since the absorption spectra of Au NPs and ZnTPP
overlap significantly, to analyze the changes in
ZnTPP spectrum caused by mixing we consider the
difference spectrum of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au
NPs and D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solutions,
Fig. 4(a,b). It is notable that the presence of Au NPs
causes further increase of the relative intensity of
weak Q bands comparing to intensity of B band that
indicates the influence of Au NPs on the absorptive
transitions in ZnTPP molecules. Thus, the observed
changes in ZnTPP absorption spectrum at the
mixing proves the binding of ZnTPP molecules to
both the bare D - g - PAA polymer macromolecules
Nanomed Res J 7(2): 173-188, Spring 2022

and with the D - g - PAA / Au NPs hybrid ones.
Fig. 5 shows the fluorescence (FL) spectra of
ZnTPP in ethanol reference solution its mixture
with water and D - g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au
NPs aqueous solutions. The ZnTPP ethanol solution
FL spectrum (Fig.5) has structure common to
porphyrins in organic solvents [41,42]. Two bands
are dominant in the spectrum, higher energy F00
band (602 nm) and lower energy F01 one (655 nm).
Similar to absorption, the mixing ZnTPP
in ethanol with water leads to significant
transformation of FL spectrum, Fig. 5. In Fig. 5,
the spectra are intensity normalized to see better
the changes in the spectrum shape resulting from
mixing. FL intensity decreases sharply by 8.5
times. F00 band intensity decreases significantly
comparing of F01 one. F01 band shifts to lower
energies by 9 nm. Since ZnTPP molecules are
hydrophobic, the observed changes in FL spectrum
are most probably caused by their aggregation in
aqueous environment. The conclusion of ZnTPP
aggregation in water agrees with DLS results
showing the existence of 32 nm radius ZnTPP
aggregates in water. The mixing ZnTPP with D g - PAA aqueous solution caused further decrease
of F00 band intensity in comparison with water
case, Fig. 5. In turn, ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au
NPs FL spectrum is transformed in comparison
with ZnTPP in ethanol spectrum (Fig. 5) but the
transformation is significantly slighter than ones
occurring at ZnTPP mixing with water and aqueous
179
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solution of D - g - PAA. Thus, the FL spectrum
transformations are different for ZnTPP in water,
D - g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous
solutions. Thus, the ZnTPP molecules interact with
D - g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs, and the Au
NPs affect the interaction.
The FL anisotropy r was measured to check an
assumption the binding of ZnTPP molecules to D g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs macromolecules.
For ZnTPP in ethanol r = 0.7 % that indicates
that ZnTPP molecules in ethanol move freely.
However, for ZnTPP in water r = 10 %. Its reflects
the decrease in the number of degrees of freedom
of molecules that is caused by hydrophobic
interaction of molecules with water. For ZnTPP / D
- g - PAA aqueous solution r = 17 % that indicates
the binding of ZnTPP molecules to D - g - PAA
polymer macromolecule. For ZnTPP / D - g - PAA
/ Au NPs aqueous solution r = 24 % indicating that
binding of ZnTPP molecules occurs most efficiently
to hybrid macromolecules containing the Au NPs.
The FL anisotropy measurements were carried out
at the following concentrations: ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L,
D - g - PAA – 0.080 g/L, Au – 0.079 g/L.
Time behavior of ZnTPP /D - g - PAA and ZnTPP
/D - g - PAA / Au NPs fluorescence
The behavior of ZnTPP FL spectrum was
studied in dependence of time after mixing
of ZnTPP in ethanol with water and aqueous
solutions of D - g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs.

The obtained time dependences of FL intensity are
shown in Fig. 6. After 7 days after mixing, the FL
intensity quenches in time for ZnTPP in water to
0.31 compared to initial value taken as 1, Fig. 6.
Such FL quenching is a result of ZnTPP molecules
oxidation. Meanwhile, the mixing ZnTPP ethanol
solution with D - g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs
aqueous solutions initially causes an increase of FL
intensity with further decrease observed for ZnTPP
aqueous solution. It is most probably that initial FL
rise is due to binding of ZnTPP molecules to D - g
- PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs macromolecules.
In 7 days after mixing, the FL intensity decreases
to 0.64 for ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and remains 1.1
times larger for ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs in
comparison with initial values. Thus, the binding
of ZnTPP molecules to D - g - PAA and D - g PAA / Au NPs prevents the them from oxidation.
Moreover, considering that FL rise time for ZnTPP /
D - g - PAA / Au NPs (60 min) is larger than one for
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA (30 min) and that FL intensity
in 7 days after mixing is significantly higher for
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs than for ZnTPP /
D - g - PAA, we can conclude that the presence of
Au NPs in nanosystem contributes considerably to
protection against oxidation of PS molecules.
Concentration dependence of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA
and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs fluorescence
To determine the mechanisms of interaction
of ZnTPP with D - g - PAA and Au NPs and its

Fig. 6. Dependence of normalized FL intensity of ZnTPP on time elapsed after mixing with D - g - PAA aqueous solution and D - g

Figure
Dependence
of normalized
intensityto of
on time
after
mixing with D
- PAA6./ Au
NPs aqueous solution.
The FL intensityFL
are normalized
the ZnTPP
respective value
at 1 minelapsed
after mixing.
The concentrations:
ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L, D - g - PAA – 0.080 g/L, Au – 0.079 g/L. The experimental points are spline-interpolated for convenience.

- g - PAA aqueous solution and D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solution. The FL intensity are
normalized to the respective value at 1 min after mixing. The concentrations:
– 0.001
Nanomed Res J 7(2):ZnTPP
173-188, Spring
2022 g/L,
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D - g - PAA – 0.080 g/L, Au – 0.079 g/L. The experimental points are spline-interpolated for
convenience.
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the normalized total fluorescence intensity on ZnTPP concentration for ZnTPP in ethanol and ZnTPP in ethanol

Figure 7. Dependence
of with
thewater.
normalized
totalpoints
fluorescence
intensity
on ZnTPP concentration for
mixed
The experimental
are spline-interpolated
for convenience.
ZnTPP in ethanol and ZnTPP in ethanol mixed with water. The experimental points are splineinterpolated
influence for
on convenience.
electronic processes in ZnTPP

molecules, the dependence of the optical properties
of the hybrid nanosystem on the concentration
of its components was analyzed. First, the
dependence of FL intensity of ZnTPP in ethanol
solution and in its mixture with water on ZnTPP
concentration was studied, Fig. 7. For ZnTPP
ethanol solution, a non-monotonic dependence of
FL intensity was obtained, Fig. 7. Namely, the FL
intensity increases at the increase in concentration,
reaching a maximum at a concentration of 0.005
g/L, and then decreases at the further increase in
concentration. Obviously, the ZnTPP molecules
aggregation at high concentrations is a cause of the
non-monotonic dependence. As for the ethanol
solution of ZnTPP, the concentration dependence
for ZnTPP aqueous solution is non-monotonic
with a maximum at 0.0025 g/L, Fig. 7. The lower
maximum concentration for ZnTPP in water can
be explained by the hydrophobicity of ZnTPP
molecules, which promotes the aggregation.
Therefore, in subsequent measurements we
used a ZnTPP concentration of 0.001 g/L, which
corresponds to the middle of the linear region of
the growing part of the concentration dependence
for ZnTPP in water. This concentration is quite low,
which ensures the absence of aggregation.
Next, the dependences of the ZnTPP FL total
intensity of on the concentration of polymer and
Au NPs in ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and ZnTPP / D
- g - PAA / Au NPs were investigated, Fig. 8. In
Nanomed Res J 7(2): 173-188, Spring 2022

Fig. 8, FL intensity for different concentrations is
normalized to the value of FL intensity for ZnTPP
in water. Due to the significant spectral overlap
of the absorption spectrum of Au NPs and the FL
spectrum of ZnTPP (Figs. 4 (b) and 5), Au NPs
partially absorb the photons of ZnTPP fluorescence.
Therefore, the measured FL intensity is attenuated
as I ( λ ) = I 0 ( λ )10− D( λ ) , where I 0 ( λ ) is the real FL
intensity, and D ( λ ) is the sample optical density
related to the light absorption by Au NPs. Thus,
the real FL intensity, which is presented in Fig. 8
by circles, was calculated as I 0 ( λ ) = 10 D( λ ) I ( λ ) ,
where all values are taken at the appropriate gold
concentrations.
It was obtained that the increase in the D - g
- PAA concentration in the range of 0 – 0.2 g/L
leads to a monotonic increase in the FL intensity
for ZnTPP / D - g - PAA by 2.3 times, Fig. 8.
Such pronounced dependence proves above
conclusion on the binding of ZnTPP molecules
to D - g - PAA macromolecules. Meanwhile, the
dependence of FL intensity for ZnTPP / D - g PAA / Au NPs solution on the Au concentration
is non-monotonic, Fig. 8. The FL quenches by 2.2
times at the Au concentrations of 0 – 0.004 g/L,
reaches maximum, and decreases to 1.25 at the
increase in Au concentration up to 0.2 g/L. The
fluorescence of ZnTPP molecules in ZnTPP / D g - PAA / Au NPs nanosystem is affected by both
the polymer and the Au NPs. The contribution
of Au NPs was determined by division of the
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Fig. 8. Concentration dependence of normalized total FL intensity of ZnTPP in ethanol mixed with aqueous solutions of D - g - PAA
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there is a significant spectral overlap between LSPR

squares
the8.dependence
polymer
circles
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triangles
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in Au NPs (Fig.the
4 (b))
and the
(Fig.
/ D - present
g – PAA, Fig.
The FL intensityon
increases
by concentration,
4) and FL (Fig. 5) spectra of ZnTPP molecules.
1.8 times in the range of Au concentration of 0 –
dependence
on gold concentration. ZnTPP concentration
– 0.001 g/L. The experimental points are
0.002 g/L, reaches maximum, and then decrease to

0.5 at further increase
of the concentration up to
spline-interpolated
for convenience.

0.2 g/L. The strong dependence of FL intensity on
Au concentration indicates that ZnTPP molecules
and Au NPs are close spatially located inside the
D - g - PAA macromolecule due to the binding of
photosensitizer molecules to the D - g - PAA / Au
NPs macromolecule.
Let us consider the mechanisms which cause
the influence of Au NPs on the ZnTPP fluorescence,
Fig. 8. A change in the gold concentration in the
sample changes the average distance between the
Au NPs and the ZnTPP molecules bound to the
polymer macromolecule. The distance change
leads to a change in the coupling strength of
surface plasmons in metal NPs with electronic
excitations in molecules [44–49]. In addition, the
coupling strength is affected by the spectral overlap
of the LSPR in metal NP and the electronic energy
spectrum of the molecule. Less distance and/or
larger spectral overlap results in stronger coupling.
As noted above, in the ZnTPP / D - g - PAA /
Au NPs, the average distance between ZnTPP
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Therefore, a strong ZnTPP – Au NPs coupling is
highly expected for the ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au
NPs system.
Two
competing
physical
mechanisms
determine the dependence of intensity of molecule
fluorescence on the distance between molecule and
metal NP. The first mechanism is the plasmonic
enhancement, which becomes stronger with
the shortening of molecule–metal NP distance
[44–49,50]. The amplitude of the plasmon field
increases at the shortening distance from the metal
−3
NP as R [49,50]. The second one is the Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET). At the FRET, the
energy of an excited donor (molecule) is transferred
non-radiatively to acceptor (metal NP) through
dipole-dipole coupling [44–46,50,51] that results in
FL quenching. The FRET quenching rate depends
on the donor-acceptor distance as γ FRET ∝ R −6 [51].
This fact limits the transfer of energy through the
FRET mechanism to a range of distances less than
10 nm. The consequence of influence of these two
competing mechanisms on the FL intensity is the
existence of an optimal molecule-metal NP distance
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Fig. 9. Singlet oxygen emission spectra of ZnTPP in water as well as in ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous

Figure 9. Singlet
oxygen
emission
spectra ofZnTPP
ZnTPP
in water
as–well
as Au
in –ZnTPP
solutions.
Excitation:
553 nm; concentrations:
– 0.01 g/L,
D - g - PAA
0.080 g/L,
0.079 g/L. / D - g - PAA
and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solutions. Excitation: 553 nm; concentrations: ZnTPP
(about 10 nm) providing the highest FL intensity
about 1270 nm [23] is reliably observed. Singlet
– 0.01
g/L, D - g - PAA – 0.080 g/L, Au – 0.079 g/L.
[46]. At distances less than 10 nm, a small distance
decrease causes the significant FL quenching.
At distances larger than 10 nm, decreasing the
distance causes the FL enhancement.
Therefore, it can be concluded that low gold
concentrations in the range 0 – 0.002 g/L provide
an Au NP-ZnTPP molecule distance, which is large
for FRET. Therefore, in this range of concentration,
increasing the gold concentration leads to stronger
plasmonic enhancement. At gold concentrations
higher than 0.002 g/L, the Au NP-ZnTPP molecule
distance is small enough to launch the process
of FRET. It leads to stronger quenching of FL at
the Au concentration increase. Thus, there is an
optimal Au concentration at which the strongest
plasmonic enhancement of electronic processes in
ZnTPP molecules take place.

Photogeneration of singlet oxygen by ZnTPP / D - g PAA and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs nanosystems
An important characteristic of the efficiency
of some molecular system for use in PDT is the
efficiency of photogeneration of singlet oxygen.
Relevant studies were performed for aqueous
solutions of the studied hybrid nanosystems.
Fig. 9 presents the measured spectra of singlet
oxygen emission for aqueous solutions of ZnTPP
/ D - g - PAA and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs
nanosystems, as well as the reference spectrum of
ZnTPP in water. In all spectra, the emission peak
characteristic for singlet O2 with a maximum at
Nanomed Res J 7(2): 173-188, Spring 2022

oxygen emission spectra were detected for the
studied samples under excitation at 421 nm (Sore
band), 553 nm and 595 nm (range of Q bands).
Under excitations at 421 nm and 595 nm, the peak
intensities are approximately the same for ZnTPP,
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA /
Au NPs. Also, upon excitation of aqueous solutions
of ZnTPP and ZnTPP / D - g - PAA at 553 nm,
the peak intensities are close to the corresponding
values obtained for excitation wavelengths of 421
nm and 595 nm. However, upon excitation of the
ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs solution at 553 nm, a
significant (3.2-fold) rise in intensity of the singlet
oxygen peak is observed. Considering that the
wavelength of 553 nm is almost resonant with LSPR
in Au NPs (520 nm), it is reasonable to conclude
that such enhancement of photogeneration of
singlet oxygen has a plasmonic nature. Thus, the
observed plasmonic enhancement of singlet oxygen
photogeneration by the hybrid nanosystem ZnTPP
/ D - g - PAA / Au NPs indicates its prospects for
photodynamic therapy.
Antibacterial activity
No bactericidal effects were detected for D - g PAA and ZnTPP at investigated concentrations. It is
known that gold nanoparticles have an antibacterial
action [52]. Incubation of S. aureus suspension with
D - g - PAA / Au NPs at concentrations of 0.08 and
0.008 g/L for 30 min reduced the amount of CFU by
50% and 30%, respectively (Fig. 10(a)). Inactivation
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Fig.
10. Inactivation
of S. aureus in suspension
in dependence
of time elapsed
after adding of Dof
- g time
- PAA /elapsed
Au NPs (a)after
and 530
nm light
Figure
10. Inactivation
of S. aureus
in suspension
in dependence
adding
irradiation dose (b). Concentrations: Au NPs – 0.08 g/L, 0.008 g/L, 0.0008 g/L. Light power was 0.1 J/s, irradiation dose was in the range
– 18 J/mL
increments
of 3530
J/ml. nm
The experimental
points aredose
spline-interpolated
for convenience.
of D - g of- 3PAA
/ Auwith
NPs
(a) and
light irradiation
(b). Concentrations:
Au NPs –

0.08 g/L, 0.008 g/L, 0.0008 g/L. Light power was 0.1 J/s, irradiation dose was in the range of 3
– 18 J/mL with increments of 3 J/ml. The experimental points are spline-interpolated for
convenience.

Fig. 11. Inactivation of Staphylococcus aureus in suspension after adding of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA and irradiation by light of 420 nm in

Figure
11. Inactivation
Staphylococcus
ing/L,
suspension
after
of ZnTPP
/D-gdependence
on the irradiationof
dose.
Concentrations: D - g aureus
- PAA – 0.08
0.008 g/L, 0.0008
g/L, adding
ZnTPP – 0.001
g/L. Light power
was 0.1 J/s, irradiation dose was in the range of 3 – 18 J/ml with increments of 3 J/mL. The experimental points are spline-interpolated

PAA and irradiation by light of 420 nm in for
dependence
convenience. on the irradiation dose. Concentrations: D
- g - PAA – 0.08 g/L, 0.008 g/L, 0.0008 g/L, ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L. Light power was 0.1 J/s,
irradiation
was in
of 3 – 18ofJ/ml
increments
J/mL.
The experimental
points
of CFU dose
is possible
duethe
to range
the penetration
goldwithirradiation
up of
to 365%
of CFU
inactivation (Fig.
nanoparticles into cells and blocking critical

are spline-interpolated
convenience.
biochemical processesfor
such
as protein or ATP

synthesis [53]. Lower amount of nanocomposite
has no bactericidal effect.
Irradiation of the suspension by light of 530 nm
inactivates 30% CFU at a dose of 6 J/mL. The effect
is due to the presence of porphyrin derivatives,
which are intracellular photosensitizers [54]. Only
a high concentration of D - g - PAA / Au NPs
0.08 g/L increases significantly the efficiency of
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10(b)). The effects are mediated by the ability of
Au NPs to initiate the generation of free radicals
including singlet oxygen. This result agrees with
our above mentioned result of the enhancement of
the singlet oxygen generation by nanocomposite
containing the Au NPs which is most probably
has the plasmonic nature. Adding of ZnTPP /
D - g - PAA to the S. aureus suspension does not
change the antibacterial activity of 420 nm light
irradiation (Fig. 11). Irradiation by light in dose
Nanomed Res J 7(2): 173-188, Spring 2022
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Fig. 12. Inactivation of Staphylococcus aureus in suspension after adding of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs and irradiation by light of
420 nm (a) and 530 nm (b) in dependence on the irradiation dose. Concentrations: Au NPs – 0.08 g/L, 0.008 g/L, 0.0008 g/L, ZnTPP –
0.001 g/L. Light power was 0.1 J/s, irradiation dose was in the range of 3 – 18 J/mL with increments of 3 J/mL. The experimental points
Figure 12. Inactivation of Staphylococcus
aureus in suspension after adding of ZnTPP / D - g are spline-interpolated for convenience.

PAA / Au NPs and irradiation by light of 420 nm (a) and 530 nm (b) in dependence on the
irradiation dose. Concentrations: Au NPs – 0.08 g/L, 0.008 g/L, 0.0008 g/L, ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L.
Light power was 0.1 J/s, irradiation dose was in the range of 3 – 18 J/mL with increments of 3
J/mL. The experimental points are spline-interpolated for convenience.

Fig.
13. Fluorescence
of CFU of S. aureus
after adding
nanocomposite
/ D of
- g -nanocomposite
PAA / Au NPs (a) and
staining with
Figure
13. Fluorescence
of CFU
of S.ofaureus
after ZnTPP
adding
ZnTPP
/ D acridine
-gorange (b). Concentrations: Au NPs – 0.008 g/L, ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L, acridine orange – 3.5·10-3 M. Photo parameters: exposure time –
(a), 15 ms (b),
excitation
wavelength
– 435-480
nm (blue optical filter).
PAA / Au NPs (a) 100
andmsstaining
with
acridine
orange
(b). Concentrations:
Au NPs – 0.008 g/L,

ZnTPP – 0.001 g/L, acridine orange – 3.5ꞏ10-3 M. Photo parameters: exposure time – 100 ms

of 3 J/mL promotes faster inactivation of CFU
bacteria, but requires more light irradiation. Similar
ms (b), excitation
wavelength
435-480 nm
(bluewere
optical
filter).when bacterial suspension
in(a),
the15presence
of photosensitizer.
The –process
results
obtained
was not influenced by D - g - PAA amount. The
was irradiated by 530 nm light (Fig. 12(b)). Thus,
bactericidal action of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au
the optimal Au NPs concentration is 0.008 g/L.
NPs with irradiation by light of 420 nm has high
Red fluorescence of CFU was detected after
efficiency at dose of 3 J/mL. The amount of CFUs
adding of 0.008 g/L ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs
is reduced by 30% for gold concentrations of 0.08
(Fig. 13(a)). Such fluorescence is the light emission
and 0.0008 g/L, and 50% for 0.008 g/L (Fig. 12(a)).
from the photosensitizer molecules penetrated into
The results indicate the importance of components
the bacterial cells as part of the ZnTPP / D - g - PAA
ratio in the nanocomposite. It should be noted
/ Au NPs nanocomposite. Irradiation by blue light
that at 0.008 g/L of Au NPs there possibly were
of a fluorescent microscope broadband light filter
two parallel processes. A light irradiation dose of
promotes the appearance of red luminescence,
3 J/ml is sufficient for these. Other reactions that
which disappears after 3 – 5 minutes. The amount
of such CFUs is a small fraction of the total (Fig.
accompany the interaction of the photosensitizer
and gold require more energy. This also inactivates
13(b)). The detected bactericidal activity of the
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solutions of our nanosystems was registered for
a short time which does not exceed 20 minutes.
Therefore, ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous
solutions are suitable for rapid reduction of the
CFU population in the open wounds.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the ZnTPP / D - g - PAA
/ Au NPs hybrid nanosystem aqueous
solution was synthesized for potential use in
photodynamic therapy. The polymer Dextrangraft- Polyacrylamide copolymer (D - g - PAA)
macromolecules with dextran core and 10 PAA
grafted chains were used as the matrix for gold
NPs synthesis and for further ZnTPP / D - g PAA / Au NPs triple nanosystem fabrication. The
morphology study of ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs
in water by mean of DLS method showed the system
to be aggregativelly and sedimentationally stable
during several days after preparation. The mixing
of the ZnTPP in ethanol with the D - g - PAA and
D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solutions causes the
optical density increase as well as the FL intensity
increase and the transformation of the shape of
fluorescence spectrum of ZnTPP comparing to
changes occurring at the mixing of the ZnTPP in
ethanol with water. The obtained results prove the
fact of the binding of ZnTPP molecules both to D g - PAA and D - g - PAA / Au NPs macromolecules.
It was proved that ZnTPP molecules bind best to
macromolecules which contain the Au NPs.
The dependence of fluorescence intensity
of ZnTPP in ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs on
the gold concentration is non-monotonic with
2.2 times enhancement in maximum at Au
concentration of about 0.005 g/L. Such dependence
is due to competing action of surface plasmon
enhancement and FRET mechanisms. As a result,
there is an optimal gold concentration providing
the strongest plasmonic enhancement of electronic
processes in ZnTPP molecules take place. The 3.2
times plasmon enhancement of singlet oxygen
photogeneration under excitation resonant with
LSPR in Au NPs was revealed for ZnTPP / D - g PAA / Au NPs system, which indicates its promise
for PDT applications.
The high bactericidal efficiency of ZnTPP
/ D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solution at light
irradiation was revealed for Staphylococcus aureus
wild strains. The ZnTPP / D - g - PAA / Au NPs
aqueous solution with 0.08 g/L gold concentration
at surface plasmon resonant light irradiation
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provides the rapid (up to 20 min) inactivation
up to 65% of colony-forming units (CFU) of S.
aureus. Such rapid high bactericidal efficiency was
explained as an ability of Au NPs to initiate the
generation of singlet oxygen. Respectively, ZnTPP /
D - g - PAA / Au NPs aqueous solutions are suitable
for rapid reduction of the CFU population in the
open wounds.
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